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Statement of Intent 

Repair Genie is a first person exploration game, tasking the player with repairing a 
museum destroyed by rambunctious wizards. Centered around a detailed environment, Repair 
Genie aims to force careful exploration 5 temporal dimensions to piece together broken objects 
and the course of the party. 5 photographs, each a frozen moment, offer dynamic windows into 
the past, allowing players to interact, explore, and observe an environment from different 
perspectives. Built in Unity 3D with 3D models made in Autodesk Maya, textures made in 
Substance Painter, and version control handled by GitHub, Repair Genie aims to explore player 
relationships with digital environments.  

Overall completion, depicted through a changing environment, gives players visual 
continuity between their actions and end goals, encouraging further exploration. Exploration 
stands as the only meaningful way to effectively solve puzzles, unlock areas, and complete the 
game. Level design, art assets, and mechanics each mean to augment exploration, acting as the 
three pillars of the experience. I intend Repair Genie to be a strong portfolio piece, showcasing a 
combination of technical and artistic skills alongside new technologies explored within the 
engine, a culmination of my personal growth in the past 4 years. 
 
Rationale 

The current game’s market offers a multitude of exploration based experiences, each 
designed around simple mechanical depth with an emphasis on environmental art and 
storytelling. While this often creates an engaging experience, the lack of mechanical depth often 
creates a gap between these games and other narrative experiences, often denoted by the term 
“walking simulator” in reference to a lack of interactions aside from basic movement. I believe a 
game is defined by its unique mechanics, delivering on the promise of interactivity. As a 
multimedia artform, games have the ability to augment standard narrative and visual storytelling 
with interactivity to enrapture an audience. Disregarding the interactive aspect wastes the 
potential of the medium. The combination of exploration based environmental storytelling with 
engaging mechanics offers a truer mimesis of actual interactions, ideally creating a deeper 
connection with the digital world. 

Repair Genie takes this approach, adding a fantastical world to enrich the storytelling and 
encourage deeper exploration. With the core mechanic of creating windows and pulling objects 
from the past, the gameplay has the ability to work together with narrative, creating a more 
balanced and complete experience for more types of players. It also creates a unique opportunity 
to explore the different aspects of game design more thoroughly in a solo developer 



 

environment. I am excited to tackle the marriage of the three pillars of games; gameplay, art, and 
narrative, in the solo environment, further challenging and developing my skills for future 
projects and opportunities. 

  
Description 

Repair Genie follows the titular repair genie, an entity designed by our modern world for 
your mystical mishaps. With hundreds of wizards crammed into the Museum of Supernatural 
History for the Wizarding Union’s First Annual Celebration, filled to the brim with liquor, and 
galvanized by their first political win, mishaps were bound to happen. Specialized for repairing 
objects and structures damaged by magic, the repair genie is the perfect solution for fixing this 
gargantuan problem. Countless pieces of art and history as well as a gorgeous building were 
destroyed in sometimes inexplicable ways. As a repair genie, you’re tasked with fixing what the 
museum and possibly uncovering the chain of events that lead to such a catastrophe. 

This may seem like a daunting task, until you consider the mystic nature of the repair 
genie. By finding photographs taken during the party, you can open up “temporal fenestra”: 
windows into the past. Through these windows, you can watch events unfold, explore the ever 
changing environments, and pull objects to the present. Seems simple enough, but the party was 
tumultuous, and different events have caused some bizarre destruction and even disturbances in 
time. Balance repairing the building with stopping these events to keep the museum, and 
yourself, in one piece. Exploration is your greatest weapon as these walls tell a million stories, 
most of them concerning debauchery so don’t get distracted. 

Repair Genie is a culmination of my personal skills and interests, designed around 
environmental art, character design, rigging, shaders, and limited gameplay programming. The 
subjects work together, building a strong foundation to support player exploration and 
environmental storytelling, two topics of great interest for me. With the photograph mechanic 
avoiding a simple walking simulator, Repair Genie gives me a unique sandbox to create and 
challenge my game design skills. While I’m a GSAS-Earts dual, I don’t want the game to suffer 
from an unbalanced focus on art, thus I’m challenging myself with gameplay mechanics and 
programming I haven’t worked with before. 

Repair Genie will be developed over the course of both semesters, with the fall semester 
focusing heavily on creating a strong code base, first playable, and vertical slice and the spring 
semester focusing on level design and art development. Working solo, I have multiple mentors 
and colleagues who are able to assist with issues and give critical feedback. Repair Genie is built 
in Unity 2019.2.5f1 using assets and resources created in Autodesk Maya, Substance Painter, 
Adobe Photoshop, and Adobe Illustrator.  
 
 
 



 

Influences 
Moncage (2019) 
Dong Zhou and Yijia Chen - Video Game - PC 

An adventure puzzle game centering around a single cube containing different 
perspectives. The player engages with the different cube sides, connecting objects with 
similarities across each dimension, sparking different animations and small moments. A 
combination of fascinating multi-perspective tech and simple environment interactions from 
Humongous Entertainment games, Moncage offers a beautiful look into the potential of this kind 
of camera work, though their mechanics don’t hold don’t push spatial exploration beyond simple 
visual puzzles. The art style blends simple pastel colors with flat lit models, creating an 
engaging, light cartoony feeling. This is a wonderfully charming art style which requires little 
polish, but it limits lighting possibilities. Perhaps using a 3 toned shader will achieve a similar 
effect with more room for experimentation. Featured at GDC 2019 and RPI Gamefest 2019. 
https://youtu.be/sBhYSOg8mTY 
 
Viscera Cleanup Detail (2015) 
RuneStorm - Video Game - PC 

A coop cleaning simulator set in the aftermath of an ultra violent first person shooter. 
Tasked with repairing the facility, the player must mop up blood stains, discard of corpses, fix 
bullet holes, and wipe away scorch marks. An interesting take on the genre, VCD offers a mildly 
engaging gameplay loop, feeding on perfectionism and OCD. Unfortunately, any player 
engagement with the environment is purely speculative and rarely encouraged. Audio logs and 
readings, another jab at the industry, are sprinkled throughout the levels, often offering backstory 
to the tragedy, but never asking the player to think of the chain of events. The encouraged apathy 
works for the game, highlighting the satirical undertones. While an interesting example of player 
engagement with ruined environments with repairing mechanics, the actual gameplay is too 
removed from the environment to offer any interesting event analysis. 
https://store.steampowered.com/app/246900/Viscera_Cleanup_Detail/ 
 
Accounting + (2018) 
Crows Crows Crows - Video Game - VR 

A VR exploration game framed as simply accounting in VR. The hook of Accounting + 
comes from small environment interactions pushed along by a ridiculous narrative. With every 
action underpinned by humour, the nonsensical nature becomes normal. While not overly 
concerned with detailed environments and subsequent player exploration, Accounting + offers a 
good example of how limited interactions and a humorous tone can carry an experience, 
facilitating immersion and engagement.  
https://store.steampowered.com/app/927270/Accounting/  
  

https://youtu.be/sBhYSOg8mTY
https://store.steampowered.com/app/246900/Viscera_Cleanup_Detail/
https://store.steampowered.com/app/927270/Accounting/


 

Materials and Methods 
Repair Genie is being developed in Unity 2019.2.5f1, utilizing the new Lightweight 

Render Pipline’s Shader Graph and Particle Graph tools, robust rendering system, and new 
material depth. These features each assist with the transition from team project to solo project 
with user friendly features for powerful outputs. In combination with colleagues and mentors, it 
means a more fully explored artstyle. From here, I will break down the methods into four groups: 
gameplay methods, asset methods, design methods, general methods. 
 
Gameplay Methods 

The main gameplay in Repair Genie is divided into 3 categories: portals, repair, and 
movement.  

The movement mechanics are the simplest, utilizing a pre-made Unity character 
controller. Movement is paired to W, A, S, D, Space, and Shift with the mouse used to look 
around. These controls are simple and the variables for movement easily adjustable with further 
testing. 

Portals are the first unique system developed for Repair Genie. The technology uses 
render textures and multiple versions of the world in order to simulate a version of the past. Five 
versions of the level are created, each with differing assets based on the narrative requirements. 
These levels are then placed within the engine at a uniform interval. This interval, fed into the 
PlayerScript, tracks the distance the secondary camera (BCam) has to travel. When the player 
creates a window, the BCam is teleported to the correct interval (determined by which time 
period the player’s photograph is set to). The BCam renders the render texture which is applied 
to a plane in front of the player. By having the BCam move at the same rate as the player’s 
camera (which is needed to see), it appears as if the plane has revealed objects in the present. 
Depending on the photographs collected, the player has access to a number of different time 
periods from the party with a maximum of five. Each time period offers a different perspective 
on the same environment and more opportunities for puzzles. 

Repair is the second unique system for Repair Genie with two subsystems designed 
alongside. With the main mechanic of the game centering around repairing the environment, 
different objects and parts of the building have to be damaged. These damages have associated 
events in different time periods, with some being interactable. At this point, damage splits into 
the two subsystems: object damage and structural damage. Objects, previously shattered, require 
all their pieces placed on their pedestal to be repaired. These shards are scattered across the 
different time periods and can be retrieved upon their location. Players can pull shards and other 
objects through the portals. In the engine, the shards are in one of the offset levels. When the 
player sees the object through the portal and they are within pickup range, they can levitate the 
object through the portal to their hand. However, because the object can be hundreds of meters 
away, the shard has to spawn a clone of itself that remains invisible until it enters the portal. This 
effect, while clunky, effectively creates the illusion of retrieving objects from the past. Once 



 

placed on a pedestal with all other required shards, the final repaired object will be created, 
finishing the puzzle. The other subcategory of damage, structural damage, follows a similar loop, 
however instead of retrieving multiple shards, it focuses on retrieving one or more objects from 
the past which were linked to the damaging event. By following a mini-narrative concerning the 
damage, backtracking through time, the player will be able to determine the cause and stop it. 
These structural damages will often restrict player progress, acting as the major gameplay 
checkpoints for completing the game.  

 
Asset Methods 

Assets will be created in Autodesk Maya, Substance Painter, or the Adobe Suite 
depending on their nature. Most 3D assets will undergo modeling in Maya and texturing in 
Substance Painter, with specialized models requiring detail work going through the Adobe Suite. 
These specialized models, for example, include the pedestals which will have small emblems 
denoting their final object’s silhouette. Character assets will require more time in Maya, 
receiving skeletal rigs, skin maps, and key frame poses. There is also the potential for motion 
capture keyframes to add small animations to different characters, though this is dependent on 
Game Animation in the Spring semester. Without motion capture, there will be no animations for 
characters, instead having them frozen in certain poses across each time period. The level asset 
will be created as a unified object, with each iteration modified in Maya before exporting. This 
allows for a standardization of level assets across all timelines.  

  
Design Methods 

Level design and environmental art design go hand in hand for this game, relying on each 
other to guide the player through the story without a reliance on verbal storytelling. Levels are 
designed around moments, both gameplay and architectural. By linking moments together, a 
coherent level emerges. For Repair Genie, the level design will lean heavily on architectural 
influences, aiming to create moments of spectacle as players experience the space. Utilizing 
architectural design leads to more interesting art changes between time frames, creating a more 
varied visual field unified through the overarching building design. Keeping visual continuity in 
the architecture is of the utmost importance as the photo effect will lose its impact without the 
exact juxtaposition. The smaller details then fall on differentiating the time periods and guiding 
players to possible locations of broken objects. Linked closely with narrative design, damage art 
design is the first large clue players have in identifying a cause, so each piece needs to correlate 
to the event and  be visually distinctive, an effect created through variation and simultaneous 
narrative design. Level design will be created using paper prototypes before graduating into a 
greybox environment. After extensive testing, the level is populated with final art. 
 
General Methods 



 

From a more general perspective, Repair Genie will follow a standard timeline structure 
for game design. Starting with first playable (as seen in late October), the game will need to 
demonstrate its core mechanics of window creation, object repair, and timeline shifting. This 
code acts as a foundation for all future additions meaning it has to be bug free and easy to run. 
First playable is also the phase to experiment with early level design and technology. For 
example, during the first playable it was discovered the lights would have to be baked across all 
timelines due to a limitation of the Light Weight Render Pipeline. First playable intends to 
demonstrate the feasibility of the project, exploring the different mechanics and their impacts on 
players. 

Next, vertical slice demonstrates the finalized look of the game by bringing a small 
section to a complete polish. For Repair Genie, the tutorial section will be polished to 
completion, including photograph shaders, environmental art assets, and pick up assets. Vertical 
slice may also include creating a post processing stack to further emulate the final look, however 
this is a stretch goal at the moment. The tutorial section will also undergo gray box testing and 
further development to incorporate all necessary gameplay systems. Vertical slice intends to 
show the time requirement for finalized art and stands as the final pivot point for pre-production. 

The next deadline is alpha, the first large checkpoint for the finalized game. At the alpha 
checkpoint, all content must be in the game in some form, though art doesn’t need to be 
finalized. This includes full levels, systems, and general asset distribution. While may not be 
final, they should be in a polished enough form that the game is readable. Alpha represents the 
minimum viable product, a shippable version of the game in the worst case scenario. Alpha is the 
longest checkpoint, taking up the game’s production cycle. 

Beta begins the post-production cycle, with the goal of finalizing all art assets, squashing 
bugs, testing the game for any flaws, and making any final gameplay adjustments. Beta offers the 
final pivot point for a game’s production, allowing developers to re-scope and change course 
before release. These adjustments, however, cannot be drastic as the majority of work has been 
completed. Beta marks content lock for a game, meaning no further additions can be made after 
the beta checkpoint, only bug fixes. 

The final checkpoint for a game’s development cycle is gold master, representing the 
final deliverable for a game. Leading up to gold master, the game has been tested heavily, all 
bugs deemed to severe for shipping have been fixed, and all final polish has been added. Gold 
master is one of the shorter checkpoints as, theoretically, the issues are smaller in scope. Gold 
master is the end of the game’s post-production and overall production cycle. 

Repair Genie will also be saved across multiple computers through GitHub. Version 
control keeps each addition to the game labeled across a timeline, allowing for more severe 
issues to be removed retroactively, multiple collaborators, and multiple computers without the 
fear of destructive file practices. As this is a solo game, GitHub will be used mostly to maintain a 
clean cloud based save of the Unity file. 
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Timeline 
(For Description of deadline, see above Methods and Materials) 
 
First Playable - October 24th 2019 
 
Vertical Slice - December 1st, 2019 
 
Alpha - February 18th, 2020 
 
Beta - April 1st, 2020 
 
Gold Master - April 8th, 2020 
 
 


